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Metal-free, polyether-mediated H2-release from
ammonia borane: roles of hydrogen bonding
interactions in promoting dehydrogenation†
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Polyetheral additives were found to be efficient promoters to enhance the rate of H2-release from

ammonia borane (AB) at various temperatures. In particular, tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether

(T4EGDE, 29 wt% relative to AB + T4EGDE) exhibited significantly improved activities for AB

dehydrogenation, with the material-based hydrogen storage capacity of 10.3 wt% at 125 1C within

40 min. In situ FT-IR spectroscopy indicated the formation of B-(cyclodiborazanyl)amino-borohydride

(BCDB), borazine, and m-aminodiborane as gaseous byproducts. In addition, 11B nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy further revealed that diammoniate of diborane (DADB) was initially

formed to give polyaminoborane as liquid and/or solid spent-fuel, consistent with previous reports.

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations suggested that hydrogen bonding interactions between AB

and a polyetheral promoter initially played an important role in increasing the reactivity of B–H bonds

of AB by transferring electron density from oxygen atoms of the promoter into B–H bonds of AB. These

partially activated, hydridic B–H bonds were proposed to help promote the formation of diammoniate

of diborane (DADB), which is considered as a reactive intermediate, eventually enhancing the rate of

H2-release from AB. In addition, our in situ solid state 11B magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR measurements

further confirmed that the rate of DADB formation from AB with a small quantity of T4EGDE was found to

be much faster than that of pristine AB even at 50 1C. This metal-free method for H2-release from AB with

an added, small quantity of polyethers would be helpful to develop feasible hydrogen storage systems for

long-term fuel cell applications.

Introduction

As pressure continues to build for solutions to energy and
environmental issues, the need to develop clean, efficient,
and sustainable energy systems is becoming increasingly
urgent.1 Fuel cells represent highly promising power generators
that meet such demands as long as the hydrogen they need can be
produced in a renewable manner.2,3 In this context, high-density

hydrogen storage materials are necessary not only to store
excess energy generated from the renewable sources in molecular
form for future utilization but also to develop power fuel cells that
enable long-term applications.4 Among various types of hydrogen
storage materials, chemical hydrogen storage materials have
received considerable attention because they can release hydrogen
under mild conditions with high gravimetric hydrogen storage
capacity that may satisfy the guidelines established for transporta-
tion applications as determined by the US Department of
Energy.5,6 In addition, significant efforts have recently been made
to demonstrate feasible chemical hydrogen storage systems for
uses in portable power packs and unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs).7–9 However, to further improve hydrogen storage capacities
of various chemical hydrogen storage materials for realization
of economically viable systems, a better understanding of the
H2-release mechanism for these materials is required.

Due to its high hydrogen storage capacity (19.6 wt% H2),
ammonia borane (AB) is recognized as a promising candidate in
this development process. In addition, the potential regenerability
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that has recently been demonstrated using liquid ammonia
and hydrazine as a reducing agent,10 further strengthens the
potential of this material as an energy carrier. The AB molecule
possesses protonic N–H (d+) and hydridic B–H (d�) bonds, and
this electronic property allows hydrogen release under mild
conditions.11 In general, when compared to AB hydrolysis, the
thermal decomposition of AB provides much higher gravimetric
hydrogen storage density and is thus particularly desirable for
long-term and/or transportation applications. Thermolysis of
pristine AB, however, has exhibited slow dehydrogenation
kinetics at 90 1C with an induction period12 for potential fuel
cell applications. In this regard, the development of an efficient
procedure for AB dehydrogenation under mild conditions has
attracted significant attention for its potential to enable chemical
hydrogen storage with high energy density.

Significant efforts have already been made to accelerate
H2-release from AB using a number of homogeneous, precious
metal catalysts including Rh,13 Ir,14–18 Ru,19–23 and Ni
(Scheme 1a).24–27 In addition, an economically viable Fe-based
catalyst has recently been developed for practical applications;
Baker et al.28 reported Fe-based complexes possessing mixed
amido/phosphine ligands that released ca. 1.7 equiv. of H2 over
a period of hours at 60 1C. Along with these approaches, a
number of novel strategies using non-metal based additives
have also been utilized to address this issue (Scheme 1b); for
example, Autrey and coworkers found that AB confined at a
silica-based mesoporous material, SBA-15, lowered dehydro-
genation temperature with reduced amounts of the borazine
byproduct.29 Moreover, the addition of trace quantities of
diammoniate of diborane (DADB) to AB was found to reduce
the induction period or onset temperature for H2-release.12 In
addition, use of activated boron nitride (BN) was also reported
to decrease the onset temperature of H2 production.30,31 More
recently, Sneddon and coworkers demonstrated that an additive
of proton sponge32 (PS, ca. 5 wt%) or Verkade’s base33 could
enhance the rate and extent of H2-release from AB at 85 1C.
Furthermore, ionic liquids34,35 (ILs, 50 wt%) and mixtures of
PS/IL32 (IL, 50 wt%) have been found to significantly improve the
rate and extent of H2-release from AB, with >2 equiv. of H2 being
released under mild conditions. Similarly, a mixture of AB and

tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (T4EGDE) (50 : 50, wt%) was
reported to accelerate the dehydrogenation reaction.34 Theoretical
studies have also been conducted to understand the thermo-
dynamics36,37 and kinetics38,39 of the AB dehydrogenation.
Despite these improvements, however, the reduction of such
promoters is still needed to achieve a high energy density from
AB for practical applications.40 Furthermore, understanding
the roles of additives is another prerequisite for developing
hydrogen generators based on such mixtures. To the best of
our knowledge, no detailed studies have been reported to
scrutinize the potential functions of polyetheral additives for
improving AB dehydrogenation.

We report here on metal-free, H2-release from AB, extending
previous approaches utilizing chemical additives. We demonstrate
that mixtures of AB and polyetheral promoters can release
ca. 2 equiv. of H2 with enhanced rates and extents even in the
absence of metal catalysts under mild conditions. In particular,
a mixture of AB and T4EGDE (71 : 29, wt%) released >2 equiv. of
hydrogen at 125 1C within 40 min, which corresponds to a
material-based H2 storage capacity of >10 wt% that may meet
the requirement for fuel cell applications requiring long-term
operation. In addition, Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods
in combination with the experimental results achieved by in situ
solid state 11B magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy were employed to shed light on
the possible roles of the polyetheral additives in promoting AB
dehydrogenation and suggest that the added polyetheral promoters
may initially accelerate the formation of DADB from AB to
ultimately enhance the rate of dehydrogenation.

Results and discussion
H2-release properties of the mixtures of AB and a polyetheral
promoter

Thermolysis of AB (0.12 g, 4.0 mmol) produced hydrogen at
85 1C with a series of polyetheral promoters, as depicted in
Chart 1. The AB solids released H2 slowly with an induction
period of about 120 min and yielded 0.3 eq. of H2 within
180 min (Fig. 1), which is consistent with previous results.12

In contrast, upon utilization of the DEGDE, T3EGDE, and
T4EGDE additives (AB : promoter = 4.0 : 0.50, mmol), immediate
H2-release from AB was observed at 85 1C and exhibited much
faster rates of dehydrogenation than those from the pristine AB
solids with the order of T4EGDE > T3EGDE > DEGDE > EGDE
(Fig. 1a); i.e., the EGDE, DEGDE, T3GDE, and T4EGDE promoters
produced 0.9, 1.1, 1.6, and 1.8 equiv. of H2 with respect to AB

Scheme 1 Previous approaches for AB dehydrogenation: (a) transition metal
mediated dehydrogenation of AB and (b) metal-free dehydrogenation of AB. Chart 1 Structures of a series of polyetheral promoters.
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within 180 min. The EGDE additive showed slight enhancement
for AB dehydrogenation with a reduced induction period of
ca. 60 min under the same conditions. In addition, the rates of
AB dehydrogenation appear to be associated with the molar ratio
of AB and a promoter, and the rates of H2-release with T4EGDE,
T3EGDE, and DEGDE became identical as the amounts of
promoters increased (Fig. 1b and c).

Liquid and/or solid spent-fuels after the thermolysis of AB in
the presence of T4EGDE at 85 1C were further analyzed by
11B NMR spectroscopy. Consistent with previous results,41–43

11B NMR spectroscopy revealed that liquid/solid byproducts
containing sp3 boron (e.g., polyaminoborane, PAB) and DADB
were formed (Fig. 2a); i.e., peaks centered at d = �11 ppm
(BH2

+) and at d =�36 ppm (BH4
�) come from DADB while those

centered at d = �5 ppm (BH), at d = �11 ppm (BH2) and at
d = �22 ppm (BH3) resulted from linear and/or branched
polyaminoborane.41–43 Moreover, waste-fuels containing B–O
bonds (d = 1–20 ppm)43,44 were not visible in the 11B NMR
spectra. Other EGDE, DEGDE, and T3EGDE additives also
afforded similar product distributions upon AB dehydrogena-
tion at 85 1C (Fig. 2b), as evidenced by 11B NMR spectroscopic
studies. Since no DADB was yielded within 60 min upon
heating of the pristine AB solid at 85 1C under our reaction
conditions (Fig. S1†), the rates of DADB formation from AB in
the presence of polyetheral promoters are much faster than
those without the promoters.

The FT-IR spectra of the gaseous byproducts obtained in situ
during AB dehydrogenation in the presence of the T4EGDE
additive exhibited the IR frequencies at 3300 cm�1 (N–H) and at
2400 cm�1 (B–H) after 30 min (Fig. 3a). This gaseous molecule
was likely B-(cyclodiborazanyl)amino-borohydride (BCDB),

which was first identified by Pons et al.,45 and the observed
IR frequencies were in good agreement with the one calculated
using the DFT-optimized geometry of BCDB (Fig. S2†). No peaks
corresponding to ammonia,46 centered at around 1000 cm�1,
were detected under the conditions employed. Upon increasing
the dehydrogenation temperature from 85 1C to 105 1C, bor-
azine (B3N3H6) with the IR frequencies at B3500 cm�1 (N–H)
and at B2500 cm�1 (B–H) was clearly observed in the FT-IR
spectra along with BCDB (Fig. 3b). In the case of temperatures
of >85 1C, a small quantity of m-aminodiborane was also
observed (Fig. S2†). The formation of BCDB, borazine, and
m-aminodiborane as gaseous byproducts was again confirmed
by 11B NMR spectroscopy (Fig. S3†).

The quantity of the polyetheral promoter could potentially
influence the rate and extent of H2-release from AB. Indeed, an
optimized quantity of T4EGDE (2.0 mmol) with respect to AB

Fig. 1 H2-release from AB at 85 1C in the presence of different molar ratios of
the promoters (EGDE, ’; DEGDE, K; T3EGDE, m; T4EGDE, .; and no promoter,
B): (a) AB : promoter = 4.0 : 0.5; (b) AB : promoter = 4.0 : 1.0; (c) AB : promoter =
4.0 : 2.3. Detailed quantities of AB and promoters are listed in Table S1 in the ESI.†

Fig. 2 (a) 11B NMR spectra of spent-fuels following the dehydrogenations of
AB (0.12 g, 4.0 mmol) at 85 1C in the presence of T4EGDE (0.050 g, 0.23 mmol;
29 wt% with respect to AB + T4EGDE) with time. (b) 11B NMR spectra of spent-
fuels following the dehydrogenation of AB (0.12 g, 4.0 mmol) at 85 1C in the
presence of EDGE, DEGDE, T3EGDE, and T4EGDE (0.050 g; 29 wt% with respect
to AB + promoters) after 180 min. The NMR spectra were obtained by dissolving
the residues in T4EGDE (0.5 g).
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(4.0 mmol) was found for dehydrogenation; that is, more than
2.0 mmol of T4EGDE decreased the rate of H2 production from
AB under the same conditions (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4d†). Likewise,
other promoters (EGDE, DEGDE, and T3EGDE) were found
to have optimized quantities for AB hydrogenation (Fig. 4 and
Fig. S4a–c†). These results are in line with the previous
discovery that the rate of AB dehydrogenation with T3EGDE
was dependent upon the quantity of the promoter used.43 The
dependence of the H2-release rate on additive quantity implies
that excess amounts of a polyetheral additive retard the formation
of H2 by suppressing the intermolecular interactions between two
ABs (vide infra).

The rate of AB dehydrogenation is further found to be
dependent on temperature (Fig. 5). Increases in temperature
raised the rate of H2-release from the mixtures of AB and
T4EGDE (4.0 : 0.23, mol%; 71 : 29, wt%). For instance, the
mixture of AB and T4EGDE afforded ca. 0.2, 0.5, 1.2, 1.6, and
1.8 equiv. of hydrogen relative to AB at 85 1C, 95 1C, 105 1C, 115 1C,
and 125 1C, respectively, for 15 min. In particular, 2.2 equiv. of H2

with respect to AB was released upon dehydrogenation of a mixture
of AB and T4EGDE at 125 1C within 40 min (Fig. 5). The increased

H2 yield upon raising temperatures >95 1C was attributable to
the formation of polyborazylene as well as borazine (Fig. S5†).
This quantity of hydrogen corresponds to 10.3 wt% of material-
based hydrogen storage density.47 Given that the temperature
of 125 1C can readily be achieved autothermally during AB
dehydrogenation,7 the mixture of AB with small amounts of
added T4EGDE (29 wt%) as a promoter could satisfy the criteria
for fuel cell applications requiring high gravimetric density for
H2 storage.

Understanding the potential role of a polyetheral promoter

Since the added polyethers promoted the rates of H2-release
from AB, it was hypothesized that oxygen atoms of the poly-
etheral additives were responsible for the increased rates of AB
dehydrogenation. To elucidate the effect of the oxygen atoms in
the polyetheral promoters, we used pentadecane that possesses

Fig. 3 (a) In situ FT-IR spectra of the gaseous byproducts produced during the
dehydrogenation of AB (0.12 g, 4.0 mmol) at 85 1C in the presence of T4EGDE
(0.050 g, 0.23 mmol) with time. (b) In situ FT-IR spectra following the AB
dehydrogenation in the presence of T4EGDE (0.050 g, 0.23 mmol) upon increasing
the temperature from 85 1C to 105 1C.

Fig. 4 H2-release from AB (4.0 mmol) at 85 1C in the presence of different
amounts of promoters: EGDE (’), DEGDE (K), T3EGDE (m), and T4EGDE (.). The
quantities of H2 labeled at the Y-axis were measured after 60 min. Detailed
quantities of AB and promoters are listed in Table S2 in the ESI.†

Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of the H2-release from AB (0.12 g, 4.0 mmol) in
the presence of T4EGDE (0.050 g, 0.23 mmol): (’) 85 1C, (K) 95 1C, (m) 105 1C,
(.) 115 1C, and (~) 125 1C.
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no oxygen atoms but has a comparable chain length to T4EGDE.
Compared to those without a promoter, the rate and extent of
H2-release from AB in the presence of pentadecane exhibited
negligible enhancement (Fig. 6). The accelerated H2-release from
AB thus likely resulted from the interactions between AB and the
oxygen atoms in T4EGDE.

AB has previously been shown to interact with 18-crown-6
via hydrogen bonding interactions to form the AB�18-crown-6
adduct.48,49 Since the T4EGDE additive can be considered as a
18-crown-6-type molecule without a ‘‘CH2–O–CH2’’ unit(s)
(Chart 2), it is conceivable that the oxygen atoms of the
T4EGDE promoter likewise interact with N–H bonds at AB
through hydrogen bonding. In this context, potential interactions
between oxygen atoms of this polyetheral promoter and the N–H
bonds at AB were further explored by DFT methods. Since the
previously reported crystal structure of the AB�18-crown-6 adduct
showed the presence of three hydrogen bonds between three N–H
bonds and three oxygen atoms in 18-crown-6,48,49 analogous inter-
actions between AB and a polyetheral promoter were considered.

The DFT-optimized AB�T4EGDE (1) adduct exhibited three
hydrogen bonding interactions (O� � �H–N, Fig. 7a) with the
following geometrical parameters: H1� � �O1 (2.078 Å), H2� � �O5
(2.063 Å), H3� � �O3 (2.079 Å), N–H1–O1 (1751), N–H2–O5 (1681),
and N–H3–O3 (1751). Stabilization energy of 1 was calculated to
be 23.5 kcal mol�1 with respect to AB + T4EGDE (Table S3†).
Other promoters, T3EGDE and DEGDE, can also interact with

AB via hydrogen bonding to yield more stable complexes,
AB�T3EGDE (2) and AB�DEGDE (3), with 19.0 kcal mol�1 and
15.9 kcal mol�1 of stabilization energies, respectively (Fig. 7b
and c; Table S3†). No AB�EGDE adduct possessing well-defined
interactions was found presumably due to insufficient amounts
of oxygen atoms within the EGDE promoter. Selected geome-
trical parameters for 1, 2 and 3 are summarized in Table 1.

These hydrogen bonding interactions present at 1–3 could
influence the charge density of the B–H bonds at AB via charge
transfer since the oxygen atoms in the polyethers are charge
donors in the hydrogen bonding pairs. Since Mulliken charge
analyses were previously employed to understand the bonding
nature of AB, hydrazine, LiNH2BH3, and Ca(NH2BH3)2 involving
hydrogen bonding interactions,50–52 we initially conducted
Mulliken charge analyses of these adducts in the gas phase
to elucidate the roles of the hydrogen bonding interactions
in enhancing the rate of H2-release. Compared to that of
AB (d = �0.077), the average charge of the B–H bonds in 1

Fig. 6 Comparison of the H2-release from AB (0.12 g, 4.0 mmol) in the presence
of T4EGDE (0.11 g, 0.50 mmol) or pentadecane (0.11 g, 0.50 mmol) at 85 1C: (m)
T4EGDE, (K) pentadecane, and (’) no promoter.

Chart 2 Comparison of the structure of 18-crown-6 and T4EGDE.

Fig. 7 DFT-optimized geometries for AB�L adducts (L = promoters), calculated
by the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory (dark gray, carbon; light gray, hydrogen):
(a) T4EGDE, (b) T3EGDE, and (c) DEGDE. Dotted lines represent hydrogen bonding
interactions.

Table 1 Selected geometrical parameters of the optimized complexes 1–3

AB�T4EGDE (1) AB�T3EGDE (2) AB�DEGDE (3)

B–N (Å) 1.628 1.631 1.641
H1–O1 (Å) 2.078 2.037 2.039
H3–O3 (Å) 2.063 2.042 2.039
H2–O5 (Å) 2.079 — —
N–H1–O1 (1) 175 175 176
N–H3–O3 (1) 168 162 176
N–H2–O5 (1) 175 — —
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(H4 + H5 + H6/3, d = �0.108) was found to be 40% more
negatively charged (Table 2). Likewise, the T3EGDE and DEGDE
additives increased the B–H charge by 34% and 22%, respectively.
The enhanced hydricity of AB in the presence of the added
promoters is also pronounced in NBO population analyses. The
average charge ((H4 + H5 + H6)/3, d = �0.071) of the hydridic
B–H bonds in 1 is calculated to be 31% more negative than
that of AB (d = �0.054). Other polyetheral promoters produced
more negatively charged B–H bonds than those of pristine AB
(Table 2). These results strongly suggest that the charge transfer
from oxygen atoms of a polyetheral promoter to AB through
hydrogen bonding interactions induces the partial activation of
B–H bonds. Note that in both analyses, the calculated B–H
charges of 1–3 increased as the number of oxygen atoms
increased (1 > 2 > 3).

An important question is then: how does the enhanced
hydricity of 1 (or other AB–promoter adducts) via hydrogen
bonding interaction promote the rate of AB dehydrogenation?
The formation of DADB ([H3NBH2NH3]+[BH4]�) has previously
been proposed to be an initial, key process for enhancing AB
dehydrogenation.12,41–43,53,54 In the proposed mechanism of AB
dehydrogenation, two AB molecules interacted with each other
to generate DADB following the formation of the new phase
AB.55 More recently, the influence of ammonium functionality
(NH4

+) on the rate of AB dehydrogenation was demonstrated
by the addition of NH4Cl to AB, which increased the rate of
H2-release.12 Moreover, the addition of trace amounts of DADB to
pristine AB has been reported to reduce the induction period or
onset temperature for H2-release.12 In addition, Sneddon and
coworkers found that an ionic liquid, 1-butyl-3-methyl imidazolium
chloride (bmimCl), significantly enhanced the rate of H2-release
from a mixture of AB and bmimCl (50 : 50, wt%).34 The authors
found that the ionic liquid facilitated the formation of DADB in the
highly polar medium, which improved the rate of H2-release from
AB. In a similar but different way, the chemical promoters
employed in this study partially activate B–H bonds of AB to
render B–H bonds more hydridic than those of AB without
promoters. The partially activated B–H bonds through hydro-
gen bonding interaction could then play a pivotal role in
enhancing the formation of DADB by transferring one of the
more negatively charged hydrides into the boron atom of a
neighboring AB (vide infra), ultimately accelerating the rate and
extent of H2-release from the AB mixtures.

Dixon and coworkers39 computationally followed possible
pathways for the formation of DADB from 2AB in the gas phase,

which involved an initial hydride transfer reaction with
the successive attack of ammonia. More recently, Shore and
coworkers56 proposed a mechanism for the formation of DADB
involving an ammonia diborane (NH3BH2(m-H)BH3) intermediate
(4), based on 11B NMR spectroscopy and DFT methods. The
initial process for the formation of DADB was again proposed to
be a hydride transfer reaction (eqn (1), Fig. 8). The formed
NH3BH2(m-H)BH3 species then reacted with NH3 to give DADB
(eqn (2), Fig. 8).56 Likewise, an AB–promoter adduct can undergo
a similar hydride transfer reaction to generate DADB (eqn (3) and
(4), Fig. 8). In particular, the increased hydricity of the B–H
bonds at 1 with hydrogen bonding interactions may lower the
activation barrier for the hydride transfer reaction (eqn (3)). This
hypothesis may also be supported by a recent report57 for metal-
free hydrogen transfers; Manners and coworkers demonstrated
that an amine borane, Me2NH–BH3 delivered hydrogen atoms
into iPr2NQBH2 to produce cyclodiborazane [Me2N–BH2]2 and
iPr2NH–BH3. Kinetic studies along with DFT methods revealed
that this hydrogen transfer process involved a concerted but
asynchronous hydrogen transfer with the B-to-B hydride transfer
being advanced.57 Molecular orbital analyses further indicated
that the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of 1
exhibited strong contributions from s bonding orbitals of the
hydridic B–H bonds (Fig. S6†). The enhanced initial rates of the
H2-release from AB with the added promoter could thus result
mainly from the interactions between AB and a promoter.

To gain an insight into the influence of AB–promoter inter-
actions on the formation of DADB, we followed plausible
pathways for the formation of DADB with and without T4EGDE
in the gas phase. The located transition state geometries with
and without the T4EGDE promoter clearly show the hydride
transfer processes from H–BH2 of AB into the boron atom of
adjacent AB (Fig. 9). The calculated energy for the TS1 without a
promoter was calculated to be 14.4 kcal mol�1 higher than that
of AB + AB (Fig. 9, upper line) and this TS1 energy is slightly
higher than that (12.4 kcal mol�1)38 calculated by a high-level

Table 2 Calculated Mulliken and NBO charges of the optimized complexes, 1–3

Charges 1 2 3 AB

H4 Mulliken �0.093 �0.095 �0.088 �0.077
NBO �0.063 �0.065 �0.059 �0.054

H5 Mulliken �0.116 �0.122 �0.088 �0.077
NBO �0.076 �0.077 �0.059 �0.054

H6 Mulliken �0.115 �0.091 �0.105 �0.077
NBO �0.075 �0.061 �0.078 �0.054

(H4 + H5 + H6)/3 Mulliken �0.108 �0.103 �0.094 �0.077
NBO �0.071 �0.068 �0.065 �0.054

Fig. 8 A proposed mechanism involving interaction between AB and T4EGDE,
leading to DADB.
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CCSD(T) calculation. In contrast, the reaction with 2AB and
T4EGDE in the gas phase may initially give AB and AB�T4EGDE
(1) species, followed by transferring one of the B–H hydrides
into the neighboring AB. The corresponding TS3 energy with
T4EGDE was calculated to be 9.6 kcal mol�1 lower than that of
AB + AB + T4EGDE (Fig. 9, lower line). The next process involves
the nucleophilic attack of ammonia at one of the boron atoms
(Ba) to produce DADB (eqn (2) and (4), Fig. 8). Note that two AB
molecules would be formed upon incorporation of the ammo-
nia molecule into Bb. The transition state (TS2) for this process
without the promoter was calculated to be 31.2 kcal mol�1

higher than AB + AB (eqn (2)), close to that (32.1 kcal mol�1)56

computed based on a high-level MP2 theory, whereas the
computed energy for the corresponding transition state (TS4)
with the T4EGDE promoter is 4.3 kcal mol�1 higher than that of
AB + AB + T4EGDE (eqn (4)). These intermediates and transition
states could further be stabilized by intermolecular dihydrogen
bonding interactions with neighboring AB molecules.56 This
result strongly supports the hypothesis that the added promoter
helps accelerate the formation of DADB by hydrogen bonding
interactions.

Since these results obtained by theoretical methods predict
that the T4EGDE promoter can induce the formation of DADB
from AB even at a low temperature, we further examined the
stability of the mixture of AB with T4EGDE (AB : T4EGDE =
4.0 : 0.23, molar ratio) at a low temperature of 50 1C using in situ
solid state 11B MAS-NMR spectroscopy. As depicted in Fig. 10a,
no changes were observed upon heating the pristine AB solids
at 50 1C for 180 min. In contrast, the new phase AB (d =
�23 ppm)55 was readily formed from the mixture of AB
and T4EGDE, leading to the formation of DADB after 50 min
at 50 1C (Fig. 10b). In a separate experiment, a AB–T4EGDE
mixture (AB : T4EGDE = 4.0 : 2.0, mmol) was stored at room
temperature under a N2 atmosphere and the sample was
then characterized by the 11B NMR spectroscopy after 11 days.

The NMR studies revealed that the DADB species was formed
even at room temperature after 11 days along with the produc-
tion of H2 (Fig. S7†), whereas the pristine AB solids were found
to be much more stable at room temperature.

The previously proposed mechanism12,42,43,53,54 involving
the reactive DADB intermediate for the thermally-induced
dehydrogenation of AB can thus be extended with the poly-
etheral promoters (Fig. 11). The hydrogen bonding interactions
can induce more negatively charged B–H bonds of AB�T4EGDE
(1) with stabilization, which then promote the formation of the
reactive intermediate, DADB, to ultimately facilitate the release
of the first equivalent of H2 during AB dehydrogenation. This
mechanistic pathway can also explain the observed inhibitory
effect on AB dehydrogenation upon utilization of an excess
amount of the T4EGDE promoter (Fig. 4). Statistically, most of
the N–H bonds of AB would interact with oxygen atoms in the
presence of excess additives. The resulting low concentration of
free N–H bonds at AB would suppress the intermolecular
dehydrogenation where free N–H and B–H bonds are needed.

Conclusions

Thermolytic dehydrogenation of AB is known to release hydro-
gen via a number of different pathways depending on promo-
ters or catalysts used.58 In this study, mixtures of AB and a
polyetheral promoter with the weight ratio of 71 : 29 were
initially utilized to produce hydrogen for practical fuel cell
applications, and the H2-release properties from the AB–promoter
mixtures with different mole ratios were further examined. The
polyetheral additives proved to be reasonably decent promoters for
AB dehydrogenation. In particular, a small quantity of T4EGDE was
found to enhance the extent and rate of H2-release from AB at 85 1C
via the formation of DADB assisted by the AB–promoter inter-
actions, as supported by DFT methods and in situ solid state
11B MAS-NMR spectroscopy. Compared to those suggested by

Fig. 9 Optimized intermediates and transition states for the formation of DADB in the presence of: (upper line) no promoter and (lower line) T4EGDE. Relative
energies (parentheses) are in kcal mol�1.
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previous studies,12–34 this system has the unique feature of
partially activating B–H bonds with nonmetal promoters; i.e.,
the hydrogen bonding interactions likely play a pivotal role in
facilitating the formation of DADB, thus enhancing the liberation
of the first equivalent of H2 from AB. Although a mechanism for the
release of the second equivalent of H2 from AB is still ambiguous,
to the best of our knowledge, our study offers an extended under-
standing for the facilitated H2-release from AB in the presence of
polyetheral promoters. The metal-free H2-release from AB with
polyethers presented herein provides useful insights to develop
efficient hydrogen storage systems for a number of long-term fuel
cell applications.

Experimental
Materials

Polyetheral promoters including ethylene glycol dimethyl ether
(EGDE), diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (DEGDE), triethylene
glycol dimethyl ether (T3EGDE), and tetraethylene glycol
dimethyl ether (T4EGDE) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
and used as-received. The structures of these promoters are
depicted in Chart 1. Ammonia borane (AB, Aviabor, 98%) was
ground into fine powder using a commercial grinder. Unless
otherwise noted, all chemicals were stored and handled under
an inert atmosphere of nitrogen.

Dehydrogenation of AB with added polyetheral promoters

In a typical experiment, AB was mixed with polyetheral promoters
(EGDE, DEGDE, T3EGDE, or T4EGDE) at room temperature.
Dehydrogenation reactions of the mixtures of AB and a promoter
were conducted in modified glasswares (40 mL) with two necks.
The reactor was purged with N2 for 30 min before AB dehydrogena-
tion reactions. The reactor was then immersed in a silicon oil bath
preheated to a desired temperature (e.g., 85 1C) upon vigorous
stirring with a stirring rate of 300 rpm. The produced gases were

Fig. 10 In situ solid state 11B{1H} MAS-NMR spectra with time: (a) Pristine AB
and (b) a mixture of AB and T4EGDE (AB : T4EGDE = 4.0 : 0.23, molar ratio).
Samples were constantly heated at 50 1C.

Fig. 11 A plausible pathway for the H2-release from AB with T4EGDE, extended from the previously proposed mechanism12,42,43,53,54 involving the reactive DADB
intermediate.
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initially delivered into a purification system filled with H2O
and T4EGDE traps maintained at 0 1C to remove gaseous
byproducts except hydrogen, and the purified H2 gas was
then supplied to a gas burette system (Fig. S8†) for real-time
measurements of H2-release rates. For the in situ FT-IR experi-
ments, the H2O and T4EGDE traps were not used in order to
detect gaseous byproducts. To examine the effect of a trace
quantity of H2O on AB dehydrogenation, 5 mg of H2O was
intentionally added into AB (0.12 g), followed by thermolysis at
85 1C with the H2-measurements described above in a separate
experiment, indicating that the dehydrogenation rate of the
mixture was nearly identical with that of the pristine AB solid
(Fig. S9†). Detailed experimental conditions about the weight
and molar ratios between AB and a promoter for Fig. 1 and 4
are summarized in Tables S1 and S2, respectively, in the ESI.†

Physical measurements

The qualitative analyses of the gaseous byproducts were
performed in situ during AB dehydrogenation at a constant
temperature of 85 1C or increased temperatures of 85–105 1C
using a FT-IR spectrometer (Nicolet iS10, Thermo Scientific)
equipped with a MCT detector and a customized gas cell as well
as using a FT-IR spectrometer (Infinity Gold, Mattson)
equipped with a DTGS detector and a customized gas cell.
Spectral data were collected using a scan rate of 16 scans min�1

with a resolution of 4 cm�1. The evolution of the FT-IR spectra
was recorded with a time interval of 10 min.

Waste-fuels (residues) in the reactor were extracted by dis-
solving in T4EGDE (0.5 g), followed by analysis using the 11B
NMR spectrometer (600 MHz FT-NMR, Varian). All 11B NMR
chemical shifts were referenced to BF3OEt2 (d = 0.00 ppm). The
solid state MAS-NMR measurements were performed in situ
using a Bruker Avance 500 MHz spectrometer with a wide bore
11.7 T magnet and equipped with a boron-free Bruker 4 mm
WVT (wide variable temperature) MAS probe. The resonance
frequencies were 500.2 MHz and 160.2 MHz for proton (1H) and
boron (11B) nuclei, respectively. The samples were packed into a
4 mm ZrO2 rotor (Bruker) in an argon atmosphere glove box
and sealed with a tight fitting Vespel Drive Cap (Bruker).
Dry nitrogen gas was used for sample spinning in order to
minimize oxidation from moisture or air contact. Sample
heating was performed by running the bearing air through a
heating coil, which was controlled by a Bruker BVTB 3500
temperature-controller unit. All 11B NMR chemical shifts
obtained by the solid state MAS NMR experiments were refer-
enced to BF3OEt2 (d = 0.00 ppm) externally. All proton
decoupled, Bloch decay 11B{1H} spectra were recorded using a
0.5 s/12 pulse, with 80 kHz decoupling power, and a 10 s pulse
delay under 8 kHz of sample spinning.

Computational methods

Density functional theory (DFT) and second order Møller–
Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) calculations were performed
using the Gaussian 09 program package59 at Korea Institute of
Science and Technology Information (KISTI). All ground-state
and transition-state geometries were fully optimized at the

B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level without any symmetry constraints.
Harmonic vibrational frequency analyses were computed using
the optimized geometries at the same level of theory to characterize
the nature of stationary points. True stationary points on the
potential energy surface had no imaginary frequency while true
transition states possessed only one imaginary frequency. The
identified normal mode possessing the imaginary vibrational
frequency proposed the formation of the desired reactant and
product (eqn (1)–(4); Fig. 9). Natural bond orbital (NBO) analyses
were used to evaluate the atomic charge of the optimized geome-
tries at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level. Since the B3LYP functional
commonly underestimates the hydrogen bonding strength com-
pared to the MP2 method,60–62 all ground-state and transition-state
energies were computed on the DFT-optimized geometries in
vacuum using MP2 theory in conjunction with the 6-31++G(d,p)
basis set, based on a recent report56 associated with the formation
of DADB. The zero-point vibrational energies were computed at
the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level and then scaled.63 All reported MP2
energies are electronic energies with scaled zero-point energy
corrections. The MP2 energies of the relevant intermediates and
transition states for the formation of DADB are given in Fig. 9 and
Table S4.†
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